
GO-KART SET UP INSTRUCTIONS FOR:  
Models 2986, 2886, 2976, 2966 and 2866 

 
Parts for assembly: 
 
 A-5/16”x1.75”  B-5/16”x2.25”      C-M8 lock nut  D-5/16”flange nut 

    
 

 E-5/16” lock nut  F-CBC clamp  G-1/4”x3/4” H-3/4” acorn nut 

    
 

 I-Phillips bolt  J-1/4” nut    K-5/16” washer  L-3/4” washer 

    
 

 M-1/4” lock washer N-Light       O-Steering cap P-Flag mount 

    
 

 Q-Steering wheel   R-Battery strap        S-Battery cap T-Choke cable brkt 

    
 

 U-J Bar   V-Cross bar(S)       W-Cross bar(L) X-Foam padding 

    



 Y-Foam cover  Z-Head rest        Aa-Battery  Bb-Flag 

    
 

     Cc-Seat(D) Dd-Seat(P) Ee-Frame bar       Ff-Light harness Gg-Wire connector 

    
 

Hh-Battery cushion 

 
 

Step 1: Connecting lights (if so equipped)  to engine/harness. 
 Tools needed: Pliers 
 Parts needed: Ff(1), Gg(1) 
 
 For Tecumseh engines: 
  Take the end of the harness (Ff) without bullet connectors and run to the engine; will 
have one brown wire with eye connector and one red wire with male terminal. Remove a bolt closest to the 
wiring harness from the engine and connect the brown wire to the engine for grounding. Plug the red wire 
into the black connector coming from the engine. Be sure the red wire connects to the yellow wire coming 
from the engine. 
 For CBM engines: 
  Take the end of the harness (Ff) without bullet connectors and run to the engine; will 
have one brown wire with no connector and one red wire with male bullet terminal. Plug the red wire into 
the fused red wire coming from engine. Connect the brown wire to the green wire bolted to the engine 
using the connector Gg with a pair of pliers. 
 
Step 2: Choke cable 
 Tools needed: 9/16” wrench 
 Parts needed: T(1) 
  
 Loosen the nuts on the end of the choke cable. Slide the choke cable bracket (T) onto the choke 
cable and tighten with a 9/16” wrench. 
 

 
 



Step 3: Seats 
 Tools needed: 12mm deep socket 
 Parts needed: C(8), Cc(1), Dd(1) 
 
 For Tecumseh engines: 
  Take the driver side seat Cc and place the choke cable bracket over the front inside bolt. 
 For CBM engines: 
  Take the driver side seat Cc and place the choke cable bracket over the front outside bolt. 
   The driver side seat Cc has adjusters on the bottom. 
 

 
 
 Slide the seat bolts into the seat mount holes in the floor board of the kart. Do this for the 
passenger seat Dd also. Using the C lock nuts, tighten the seats down with a 12mm deep socket. Be sure no 
cables get pinched between the seat bottoms and frame. 
 

 
 

Step 4: CBC 
 Tools needed: ½” wrench and socket 
 Parts needed: A(4), B(16), D(16), E(4), F(16), K(20), U(2), V(1),W(1), X(2), Y(2), Ee(2) 
 
 Connect 2 CBC clamps F over each CBC mount welded to the frame using one of each; B, D, and 
K. Only start the nut 1-2 threads, do not tighten. 
 

                                 
 
 Take the 2 frame bars Ee and attach to rear CBC mounts only using 2 of each; B, D, and K. Be 
sure the welded J-bar mount is facing the outside of the kart. Only start the nut 1-2 threads, do not tighten. 
 



 
 

Take each J-bar U and connect to the side CBC clamps on the frame using 2 of each; B, D, and K. 
Only start the nut 1-2 threads, do not tighten. Attach the top of each J-bar to the frame bars using 2 clamps 
F and 4 of each; B, D, and K. Only start the nut 1-2 threads, do not tighten. 

 

 
 

Take each end of both cross bars V and W and connect to top frame bar hole with bolt A. bend 
each end of cross bars V and W as shown in picture below. 

 

   
 

Connect cross bar(S) V to top holes in frame bars using 2 of each; A, E, and K. Only start the nut 
1-2 threads, do not tighten. Connect cross bar (L) W to bottom holes in frame bars using 2 of each; A, E, 
and K. Only start the nut 1-2 threads, do not tighten. 

 

 
 

Connect the front mounts of frame bars Ee to the frame using 2 of each; B, D, and K. With a ½” 
wrench and a ½” socket tighten all the CBC bolts. 

 

 



On each frame bar place foam padding X and cover with foam cover Y. 
 

  
 

 
Step 5: Seat belts 

Tools needed: ¾” wrench 
Parts needed: H(2), L(2) 
 
Take open end of each seat belt and attach to J-bars using H and L. Tighten with ¾” wrench. 
 

 
 

Step 6: Head rests 
Tools needed: none 
Parts needed: Z(2) 
 
Insert one head rest Z into the top of each seat. 

 
Step 7: Steering wheel 
 Tools needed: 7/16” socket and wrench 
 Parts needed: G(3), J(3), M(3), O(1), Q(1) 
 
 Place steering wheel Q over steering column and align holes. If your steering column is drilled and 
tapped, connect steering wheel to column using 3 of each; G and M. 
 If your steering column is not drilled and tapped, connect steering wheel to column using 3 of 
each; G, M, and J. Tighten with a 7/16” wrench and socket. 
 Snap steering cap O into place over the steering wheel center. 
 

  
 

Step 8: Lights (if so equipped) 
 Tools needed: Phillips head screw driver 
 Parts needed: I(2), N(2) 
 



 Snap the head lights in place over the cross bar(S) V. Secure the lights in place using 2 of each of 
the Phillips bolt I. Tighten with Phillips head screw driver. Connect the light harness to each light (brown 
to brown and red to red). With the supplied zip ties, run the light harness along the frame bar and behind 
the seats. 
 

   
 

Step 9: Flag 
 Tools needed: ½” wrench/socket 
 Parts needed: P(1), Bb(1), B(1), D(1) 
 
 Take the flag mount P and connect flag Bb to rear swing arm using B and D. 
 

 
 

Step 10: Battery 
 Tools needed: Phillips head screw driver 
 Parts needed: R(1), S(1), Hh(1), Aa(1) 
 
 Remove the battery cushion Hh backing and stick in bottom of battery box. Place battery in 
battery box. Connect ground cable to “ -“ post and starter solenoid cable to “+” post of battery. Place battery 
cap S over the battery and strap down with battery strap R. 
 
 If battery strap is too long to hold battery in place, follow the steps below: 
 Turn C clamps in each end of battery strap. Connect battery strap to tab under battery. Pull strap 
towards the tire all the way over top of battery and connect to tab under battery. 
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